HISTORY & DEVELOPMENT of the DIVIDED-LENS
MICROMETER & the CALCITE DOUBLE-IMAGE
MICROMETER

1675 Römer suggests a divided object-glass micrometer
1743 Servington Savery of Oxford sends a paper to the Royal Society in which he
describes a twin object-glass telescope for measuring the sun's apparent
diameter. (Idea forgotten until Short draws John Dollond's attention to it.)
1748 Pierre Bouguer of Paris makes a telescope with two object-glasses and one
eyepiece for measuring the sun's apparent diameter.
1754 John Dollond reads a paper before the Royal Society describing his divided
object-glass micrometer.
1776 Neville Maskelyne uses a pair of Dollond achromatic prisms sliding along the
length of an eye-tube to produce a double-image micrometer.
1776 Ramsden makes a rock-crystal double achromatic wedge according to the
suggestion of A.M. de Rochon.
1779 Ramsden sends paper to Royal Society (via Sir Joseph Banks) describing his
dioptric micrometer.
Ramsden devises the divided eye-lens dynameter eyepiece.
John Dollond introduces his improved object-glass micrometer.
1821 George Dollond communicates a paper to the Royal Society on a rock-crystal
eye-lens micrometer.
1845-48 Airy designs an improved divided lens double-image micrometer, manufactured
by Troughton & Simms.
1850+?Warren de la Rue suggests a means of equalising the apparent brightness of
each component by means of an adjustable stop.
1858 William Lassell has a double-image micrometer manufactured by Troughton &
Simms fitted with stops intended to rectify the defect of elliptical Airy discs.
1872 Browning develops a divided lens double-image micrometer using a double
micrometer screw. Both elements are driven in opposite directions by equal
amounts simultaneously.
1937 Paul Muller develops the birefringent prism double-image micrometer.
1949 Bernard Lyot develops the Spath Blade double-image micrometer.

THE HISTORY & DEVELOPMENT
of the
DOUBLE-IMAGE MICROMETER
Abstract

The two most commonly used methods of measuring double
stars are the wire micrometer and the double image micrometer.
Both have a longer history of development than is usually
appreciated.
The purpose of my paper is to provide a detailed historical
description of the double image micrometer. I have intentionally
separated it into two strands, the divided-lens micrometer and
the crystal micrometer. Their development occurred concurrently,
but the technologies are radically different and warrant separate
treatment.

Introduction

The divided-lens double-image micrometer's origins lay in a need to
determine the diameter of the sun's disc with a greater precision than could be achieved
by timing its passage across the meridian wire of a transit telescope. The variation of
the equatorial arc subtended by the solar disc affords a means of determining the
eccentricity of the earth's orbit. Furthermore, accurate measurements of the progress
of the moon's disc across the sun, from ingress to egress, when combined with a
knowledge of the moon's motion, affords a means of determining the solar parallax.

THE DIVIDED OBJECT-GLASS MICROMETER or HELIOMETER
In 1675 the Danish astronomer, Olë Römer, working under J.D. Cassinni at the Paris
Observatory, suggested a method by which a divided object glass could be used to
measure the phase of the solar disc during a partial eclipse. 1 The idea was not put into
practice at the time.
In 1743 Servington Savery of Oxford communicated to the Royal Society a description of
a twin object glass telescope, devised for the same purpose. The idea lay disregarded
until James Short extracted his account from the minutes, published it in the
Transactions (1753)2 , and drew John Dollond's attention to it.
However the first such instrument to be manufactured was called a Heliometer, or
Astrometer. Pierre Bouguer3 , of Paris, in 1748 constructed a telescope with twin
object-lenses, placed side by side, which consequently formed two images of the object
viewed. It had a scale at the common focus to measure the distance at which precise
contact of the limbs of the two suns or moons thus formed. The scale was linear,
although the objectives moved in a rectilinear plane rather than a curve corresponding
to their Petzval surface. Distinct vision therefore was lost as the objective's separation
increased.
In the same volume of the Transactions, Short4 provided a description of Dollond's
invention of the divided object-glass micrometer, in which the two halves moved in equal
and opposite directions from the optical axis, each giving a distinct image, the
separation between their centres being measured by a scale of equal parts, sub-divided
by a vernier at the object end.
The invention was developed further by employing a divided concave lens cut as an
oblong from a much bigger lens, mounted before either an achromatic object glass, or at
the mouth of one of Short's Gregorian or Cassegrainian reflectors.

Although Dollond's development of the divided object-glass micrometer fulfilled the
purposes for which it was devised, the requirements for a more accurate apparatus to
measure the separations of proximate stars and determine the diameters of the planets,
without the difficulties caused by diffraction effects and drive and seeing induced errors
presented by the wire micrometer, caused both Dollond & Ramsden to consider
alternative double-image micrometers.

DIOPTRIC MICROMETERS by RAMSDEN & GEORGE DOLLOND
Ramsden, the eminent late C18th artisan, contrived two double-image micrometers,
which he called catoptric and dioptric, and described in the Transactions (1779). 5 I
shall consider only the dioptric micrometer.
Ramsden set about developing a micrometer capable of measuring arcs from several
minutes to as small as an arc second, to an accuracy of .The improved divided objectglass micrometer of John Dollond was better suited to measuring arcs of 30' or so, to
an accuracy of an arc second.
The accuracy was limited both by the scale length and its sub-divisions, and off axis
aberrations. Ramsden correctly commented that every error of the glass was magnified
by the telescope, ..."and if each surface of the micrometer glass has not, in every part,
precisely the same radius (which opticians must allow to be exceedingly difficult to effect),
there will be a considerable error in the angle to be measured; and the eye applied to the
different parts of the pencil will, without moving the micrometer, see the images of the
object in the telescope fluctuating, sometimes appearing to overlap, and sometimes to
separate from each other."6
The optical requirements of the divided concave oblong lens segments posed almost
insuperable difficulties to the opticians of the day. It was nigh impossible to obtain
large pieces of crown glass free from bubbles and striae. The only option at the time
was to somehow find a way of reducing the size of the divided-lens segments without
reducing the light grasp, and maintain the linearity of Dollond's improved divided objectglass micrometer.
Ramsden's dioptric micrometer, as described by Pearson 7 may never have been
realised. The earliest example was made by George Dollond about forty years later, for
a Mr. Davies Gilbert, differing only in details, yet contrived in apparent ignorance of
Ramsden's account! George Dollond's dioptric micrometer utilised long glass wedges
made from radial slices cut from a large lens, mounted in a linear slide, and driven in
opposite directions across the optical axis, within the eye-tube of a pancratic eyepiece.
Ramsden's design differed principally in the motion being provided by a single pinion
and the linear scale being figured from both ends to zero in the middle with a separate
vernier at either side of zero for taking readings made to the right or the left. Also the
divided wedges of glass were placed in the conjugate focus of the field lens juxtaposed
to the field stop.
Evidently Gilbert made little use of Dollond's dioptric micrometer, and Pearson, wishing
to learn for himself how it performed, placed an order for a similar one. 8 He commented
that its weight was too great for its application to a small achromatic telescope.
This contrivance therefore, although capable of effecting measures over several arc
minutes to sub-arc second accuracy, was difficult to make and suitable only for the
largest telescopes. It did not meet the requirements of compactness and ease of
manufacture, already achieved by Dollond, and Troughton, in the case of the wire
micrometer.

I find it a curious fact that neither John Dollond, Ramsden, or George Dollond,
considered using a divided-lens eyepiece as a double-image micrometer. All the more so
since Ramsden employed the principle in his dynameter eyepiece, invented as early as
1775,9 for measuring the diameter of the exit pupil to. Ramsden's original design is
described by Kitchener10 and by Pearson 11 . During the period 1775 to 1820,
Ramsden, Dollond and Thomas Jones, manufactured dynameter eyepieces. Ramsden's
and Jones' dynameters employed a Ramsden type eyepiece with a divided eye-lens. The
semi-lenses swung on arms about their centre of curvature, driven by a 100T.P.I.
compound micrometer screw. Each lens segment moved an equal and opposite amount
so the duplicated image of the exit pupil remained equally disposed about the optical
axis. The screw reading was taken from a drum head divided into 100 parts against an
index graduated in the screw revolutions. Dollond's dynameter eyepiece operated on a
similar principle but employed a divided positive eye-lens and a mother-of-pearl
graticule at its focus.
Dynameter eyepieces manufactured by Jones could be readily adapted into a divided
eye-lens micrometer, and the field increased by the use of a concave lens immediately
behind the eye-lens. Pearson describes George Dollond's practice 12 and yet no
proprietary micrometer based on the principle was made until about 1820.
Pearson13 relates a tale, ascribed to Edward Troughton, which may well be apocryphal
of a Captain Countess R.N. who by accident broke the third lens of the pancratic
eyepiece of his telescope. He observed that each piece of the lens produced a separate
image in the field of view. This occurrence, it is said, led Ramsden to the idea of his
dioptric micrometer and also his dynameter eyepiece. As the inspiration for his dioptric
micrometer I find this highly unlikely. The design is clearly based on John Dollond's
improved divided object-glass micrometer. As the source of his dynameter eyepiece
however it has something to commend it, even if it may be only a myth!
The first account of a divided lens eyepiece micrometer is provided by Pearson 14 . In
1819, from a toy-shop on the Isle of Jersey he purchased a 'coming-up glass', a naval
range finding telescope invented by Nairne. It had been made by the firm of Watkins of
Charing Cross. Pearson realised the instrument's potential as an astronomical doubleimage micrometer, and placed an order with Jones for an improved version suited to
the more delicate measurements. The resulting micrometer was a pancratic eyepiece in
two sections, with a divided third lens. The screw arrangement, reading head, and
method of mounting the divided lens, was identical to Ramsden's dynameter eyepiece.
The micrometer was capable of measuring arcs of about a degree, to an accuracy of
about an arc second.
In passing, before proceeding to the subsequent development of the divided-lens
eyepiece micrometer, I shall mention Amici's wedge micrometer 15 invented
independently of Dollond's dioptric micrometer, but remarkably similar on operation,
and Brewster's patent micrometrical telescope 16 based on Neville Maskelyne's prismatic
telescope micrometer, a remarkably absurd apparatus incorporating a divided-lens (of
fixed yet small separation), free to slide along the entire length of the telescope tube and
supposedly capable of measuring an arc of several degrees, but which in practice was
of little utility, it being impossible to keep the image steady whilst taking the measure!
By contra-distinction Fraunhofer's & Merz's development of the heliometer resulted in
the precision instruments manufactured by J.G. Repsold 17 , of which the Oxford
heliometer in the Science Museum is a particularly fine surviving example.

The TROUGHTON & SIMMS DIVIDED-LENS MICROMETER
Ramsden's dioptric micrometer and Jones' development of Nairne's 'coming-up glass',
were positive divided lenses used in four single element terrestrial eyepieces. Little
consideration was given to the optical aberrations of the system, and the only way to
alter the magnification was to increase the separation of the ocular and the erector.
Increasing the magnification progressively changed the screw constant, and no one
really understood in what way it was altered. Pearson recounts George Dollond 18
assuring him at an early meeting of the Society, that the change was linear. Pearson
rightly considered this nothing more than an unfounded supposition and putting it to
the test found it otherwise. However he was unable to devise any mathematical
relationship between the change of ocular-erector separation and the change in screw
constant.
This is not really surprising.
Few artisans had any fundamental
understanding of the optical principles needed to design either object-glasses, two
mirror telescopes, or multi-element eyepieces. They used rote methods or worked to
prescriptions provided by theoreticians, As an example of this practice, the use of a
concave lens to enlarge the image was known prior to what became popularly known as
the 'Barlow' lens. George Dollond collaborated in 1834 with Peter Barlow, 19 Professor
of Mathematics at the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, in the manufacture of what is
now called the 'Barlow' lens. Barlow computed a negative achromatic doublet which
Dollond made and mounted in a telescope.
The firm Troughton & Simms had a very close working relationship with the Royal
Greenwich Observatory,20 and during the tenure of his office Airy was accustomed to
designing both the optical and mechanical aspects of the instruments he desired William
Simms to make. Airy however was not only the designer. As Astronomer Royal
responsible for the running of the national astronomical observatory he specified the
observational programmes, ordered the equipment and recruited the personnel to carry
out those observations and reduce them.
He was competent to appraise the
performance of the equipment and recommend improvements or alterations of his own
devising. In this sense Airy as director of the Royal Observatory was unique.
In 1838 Simms supplied a double-image micrometer made to Airy's specifications 21 .
The design was based upon the dioptric micrometer by Jones, but the lenses and their
spacings had been recomputed to minimise both longitudinal chromatic aberration, and
transverse chromatic aberration caused by the lateral displacement of the divided-lens
segment across the optical axis. Simms also supplied Challis with a similar micrometer
for the Northumberland refractor 22 .
Airy communicated his designs to the Society in 1845 23 and these were abstracted for
the Monthly Notices 24 . The third lens was a divided bi-convex, and the magnification
could be altered by interchanging the first lens, of which four were supplied. The
effective focal length was equal to four-fifths the focal length of the first lens. The
design underwent successive improvements by Dawes 25 and William Simms Jun.26 .
By the mid 1850's the divided lens had been altered to a bi-concave, with the shallower
face towards the objective. Few of these micrometers survive. There is an example
made by Troughton & Simms in the Science Museum, intended to observe the 1874
Transit of Venus. Recently I restored one equipped with 5 interchangeable field lenses,
and interchangeable double image stops, of a type first made for William Lassell in
1858 27 .
These refined divided-lens micrometers were capable of producing measures from more
than 100"arc to the resolution limit of the objective with an accuracy of about arc.
During the 1880's both Thomas Cooke & Sons, York, and John Browning 28 marketed
similar divided-lens micrometers possessing a divided negative achromatic doublet
driven.

by a compound screw, but without the sophistication's of the Airy-Simms micrometers.
These simpler micrometers continued to be manufactured until the mid 1920's by
Cooke, Troughton & Simms.
The advantages over the wire micrometer are that there is no need for any illumination,
no diffraction effects due to wires, and no need to keep the images and wires
coincident. However, even where the lens elements are cut with the greatest care there
is always some portion of the segments removed by the process of polishing the
division. This has the effect of making it impossible to combine the images perfectly.
The division in the lens introduces diffraction effects also; at high powers the image of a
star appears as an extended line crossed by dark bands. The diffraction pattern when
the lens is separated becomes elliptical which to a certain extent makes the
determination of the position angle more problematic than with a wire micrometer. The
accuracy of separation measures is however marginally better than with a wire
micrometer.
Throughout the period of development of the divided-lens eyepiece micrometer these
difficulties were evident and provided the necessary impetus to consider an alternative
method of producing a double-image, a way that did not incur the imaging defects
produced by a divided lens.

CRYSTAL MICROMETERS
In 1669 Erasmus Bartholinus discovered, that when a ray of light is refracted by a
crystal of calcite it forms two refracted rays. Other substances besides calcite such as
quartz were shown to exhibit double refraction by Christian Huyghens, but historically
calcite was the point of departure for the development of a crystal micrometer.
Calcite, or Iceland spar is crystallised calcium carbonate CaCO3 and was at one time
found in great quantities in Iceland in very large crystals of watery clearness. It is
classed as a negative uniaxial birefringent crystal 29 . A ray incident in a plane
perpendicular to the crystallographic axis, undergoes two refractions as the angle of
incidence is varied in the plane of the principal section. One of these refracted rays
obeys the ordinary laws of refraction. The ray is refracted such that the sine of the
angle of incidence to the sine of the angle of refraction has a constant value, µ0 , which
in sodium light is equal to 1.65836. The angle through which the ray is refracted is
referred to as the "constant angle," although it varies with the angle of incidence and is
therefore something of a misnomer. The other ray, the extra-ordinary ray, lies in the
principal section, but the ratio of the sine of the angle of incidence to the sine of the
angle of refraction varies. The ratio of µ0 to µe is greatest at an axis perpendicular to
the principal section, where µe has a value in sodium light equal to 1.48639. Hence
where the crystallographic axis lies perpendicular to the plane of incidence, the extraordinary refracted ray is normal to its wave front and behaves as if it had a constant
index of refraction me .
Calcite crystals cleave perfectly along three planes forming rhombi with their faces
parallel to the cleavage planes. At the two opposite blunt apexes of the rhomb, three
faces meet at 101o53'. At each of the three opposite pairs of pointed apexes, two faces
meet at 78 o7' and the other at 101o53'. 30
The crystallographic axis is a direction in the crystal parallel to the line through the
blunt apexes that makes equal angles with the three edges meeting there. A principal
section is any plane through the crystallographic axis perpendicular to any two opposite
faces of the rhomb. Since the opposite faces are always parallel, the two refracted rays
emerge parallel at the incident beam and therefore parallel to each other.
The problem in applying the birefringent property of calcite to a double-image
micrometer lay, in the minds of C18th & C19th astronomers, in devising a linearly
proportional scale, which was not possible to effect when inclining the prism, The
angles they also had in mind to measure were comparable to those of the divided objectglass and the dioptric micrometer, and simply inclining the prism could not encompass
so wide an arc.
In 1776 Ramsden introduced a rock crystal achromatic wedge 31 . This was the
invention of the Abbot A.M. de Rochon. It comprised a compound pair of calcite wedges
cemented along their hypotenuse. The first prism was cut with its crystallographic axis
parallel to the optical axis. The crystallographic axis of the achromatising prism was cut
perpendicularly to the optical axis. Thus the ordinary ray was transmitted without
deviation, whilst the extra-ordinary ray was deviated away from the optical axis.
Rochon devised a linearly proportional scale by sliding his achromatic double-image
wedge along the optical axis of the object-glass. The further from the focus the wedge
was removed, the greater the separation of the ordinary and extra-ordinary images, the
separation increasing in direct proportion as the increased separation 32 .

The ordinary ray, not being deviated remained achromatic, but the extra-ordinary ray
was marred by chromatic aberration and to some extent this reduced the accuracy of
the measures, particularly of the wider arcs. The length of the telescope to which
Rochon applied his principle was only about 20 inches and since his wedge would not
admit a constant angle of separation exceeding 20'arc, in order to measure the
diameters subtended by the solar and lunar discs he employed a Parisian artisan, Narci,
to cut a steeper wedge to produce a constant angle of 40'arc.
Few artisans could prepare these achromatic wedges. In Paris they were made by
Cauchoix, Soliel and Lenoir, and in London by George Dollond and Robinson 33 .
Pearson describes a crystal micrometer, designed on Rochon's principle, made for him
by George Dollond, employed on an achromatic refractor of focus. It could measure
arcs of several minutes, down to less than an arc second, with sub-arc second
accuracy34 .
Dollond also produced an ocular crystal micrometer in an attempt to lessen the cost by
locating a smaller wedge in a fixed position in front of the eye-lens of a variable power
celestial eyepiece. There were four separate wedges, each with a different constant
angle, mounted in an eccentric holder, to save time when changing from one to
another35 .

DOLLOND'S SPHERICAL CRYSTAL MICROMETER
The only micrometer of the period to utilise the principle of double refraction produced
by calcite and varied by inclining the principal plane to the optical axis, was the
spherical crystal micrometer, devised by George Dollond in 1821 36 . The crystal sphere
took the place of the eye-lens of a Huyghenian eyepiece. The separation of the fieldlens and eye-lens could be adjusted against a scale, and the spherical eye-lens rotated
in a plane perpendicular to the optical axis, through 45 o in either direction, the rotation
angle being indicated by an index along a plate divided in degrees and read by a vernier
to 5' arc.
Pearson refers to difficulties in determining the relationship between the rotation angle
and the separation of the ordinary and extra-ordinary images. 40 The scalar function
depends on the power of the eyepiece and this could be varied by altering the distance
between the field-lens and eye-lens.
Dawes states that Pearson abandoned the micrometer as unuseable for this reason. 41
Pearson published his attempts to calibrate a micrometer made for him by Dollond. 42
His rationale was erroneously predicated on the assumption the crystal would possess a
constant angle, i.e. the 'o' ray would not be deviated, as in Rochon's wedge. This
demonstrates a complete misunderstanding of how the angular distance function related
to the angle of incidence to the normal. However it is equally obvious that Dollond had
no real understanding of how it worked either. He assured Pearson the scale, for any
separation of the lenses, would be one of equal parts. 43
I have corresponded with a current user of a Dollond spherical crystal micrometer, and
from the notes provided, which include details of the eyepiece, I have carried out a
thorough analysis of this particular micrometer.

The angular distance function is a function of the inclination of the incident ray to the
normal. Because the lens is spherical the normal must always pass through the
principal point at the centre of the crystal
As a function of the inclination i, the angular distance function
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radius of the crystalline eye-lens and F is the effective focal length). µ o & µ e are the
this must be converted to arc and factored by the image scalar
ordinary and the extra-ordinary refractive indices.
The problem lies not in the complexity of the angular distance function. The modern
Lyot micrometer to which I shall refer later must be operated in the similar knowledge
that the angular separation of the 'o' and 'e' rays is not linearly proportional to i, and yet
it poses no difficulties for those who employ it. The problem is caused by the indicated
angle of the rotation of the sphere, not being identical to the angle of incidence to the
normal. Both Pearson and Dawes appear to have overlooked this point, and it
reasonable to assume Dollond did not appreciate its theoretical principles. 44
Neglecting the effect the field-lens has on the conjugate focus, the rotation angle is
related to the angle of incidence to the normal by:

sin(i − θ ) = 2 (1 − µ −1
o )sin i

The angular distance function approximates to:

φ ( i) = 2sin2i (µ e−1 − µ o−1 )

Dawes deduced an empirical relationship that closely agrees with this expression.
Following a graphical calibration of two different eyepieces, in which his values differed
from the mean curve by not more than ±0".1arc, he suggested the separation varied as
sin2q, and certainly when r is very small and i ≈ θ, this could provide a sufficiently
accurate result.45
Just how successful these micrometers were in his hands is impossible to judge,
because having calibrated them, he abandoned them in favour of his Troughton &
Simms divided-lens micrometer. Perhaps he found the severely restricted field and
poor eye-relief too much of a drawback. In any case, ignorance of the true relationship
between the inclination and separation of the 'o' and 'e' images, discouraged any further
development.

The MULLER & LYOT DOUBLE-IMAGE MICROMETERS
It fell to the French astronomer Paul Muller to produce a satisfactory arrangement more
than a century later37 . In 1937 he devised a pair of quartz prisms mounted in a similar
fashion to Rochon's wedge, with perpendicular crystallographic axes. By sliding the
achromatic prism laterally across the optical axis, a variation in the separation of the o
and e rays is produced. The prism is mounted and driven in the same manner as a
wire micrometer, but the sensitivity is much greater because the separation of the o and
e images is greatly effected by the slightest displacement. The Muller prism is 85 times
more sensitive than an equivalent wire micrometer.
The angular distance function in terms of the translation of the prism is given by:
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When the image falls on the centre of the prism the o ray, which is not deviated, and
the e ray, coincide. As the prism is translated the separation of the e ray from the o ray
increases progressively. The separation however varies across the field of view, in what
is known as the differential micrometric effect. It is essential therefore that the
alignment of the optical axis and the image is maintained during the measurement, a
disadvantage shared with the wire micrometer. For a 100 TPI screw the differential
effect is 0p".14
per revolution.
INS
What was needed was a method of utilising the variation in the inclination of a
birefringent uniaxial crystal to make the separation measure, but this demanded a
mathematical understanding of how the separations of the o and e rays varied with
inclination.
Such a micrometer was eventually developed by Bernard Lyot and Henri Carmichel in
1949. The only optical component is a plate carved from a single calcite crystal so that
the crystallographic axis is parallel to the surface. The inclination of the plate is related
to the separation of the o and e images by the function d = Fe φ ( i) , where d is the
separation, e the plate thickness and F the focal length.
is the angular distance
function given from the inclination of the plate to the optical axis (i), by the expression:
−1
−1
φ( i ) = 12 sin 2i (µ2e − sin 2 i ) 2 − (µ 2o − sin 2 i ) 2 



The angle must be converted from radians to arc.
Separation of the o and e rays progressively increases as the inclination of the plate
increases. The maximum usable inclination is 56o, but aberrations impose a working
limit of about 40o. The range is very restricted, a 3 metre focal length telescope has a
measurement limit of approximately 10"arc. However the precision, especially near the
Rayleigh limit is an order of magnitude superior to a divided-lens or a filar micrometer.
The optical quality of extended images and stars are unaffected near the zero point, and
the images coincide perfectly.

Vickers A.E.I. manufactured an image splitting eyepiece until as recently as 1983,
working on the same principle as the Muller prism 38 . Meca-Precis in Paris currently
manufacture Lyot micrometers to order 39 .

CONCLUSION
Of the double-image micrometers, the Airy modified divided-lens double-image
micrometer manufactured by Troughton & Simms, and the Lyot micrometer, each
represent the technological pinnacle of their class. However they do not compete
effectively over the same ground, rather they complement one another. The Lyot
micrometer performs best near the resolution limit, whilst the divided-lens micrometer
performs best between 10"arc & 100"arc.
Although natural calcite used to be available in large crystals, it must now be
synthesised, and is therefore quite expensive. To measure arcs wider than 10" the plate
thickness must be increased which in turn means a wider plate also. This is
prohibitively expensive and not a viable proposition. Synthesised or fused quartz does
not exhibit the birefringent properties of natural quartz, which is also no longer available
in sufficiently large crystals for the measurement of wider arcs, and so the birefringent
crystal micrometer has reached its technological limit. The only way to measure wider
arcs would be to mount more than one plate along the optical axis. This is a viable
proposition, although the light loss will not be inconsequential.
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Appendix:
Derivation of Angular Distance Functions
Dollond Spherical Crystal Micrometer

ρ oe = φ (i) = en − on
〈n' en = (90 − ψ ) − (90 − i) = i − ψ
〈n' on = (90 − ω ) − (90 − i ) = i − ω
en = en' .cos(i − ψ )
on = on' .cos( i − ω )
en' = 2r.sin ψ
on' = 2r.sinω
sini = µ e .sin ψ = µ o. sinω
φ (i ) = 2r{sinψ .cos(i − ψ ) − sinω.cos(i − ω )}

{

= 2r cosi.sin ψ.cosψ + sin i.sin 2 ψ − cosi.sinω.cosω − sini.sin 2 ω

{

}

= 2r cosi. (sin ψ.cosψ − sinω .cosω ) + sin i.(sin 2 ψ − sin2 ω )

 cos ψ cosω 


 + sin 3 i 12 − 12  
= 2rsini.cosi.
−
 µe
µo 
 µe µo 



 1
 1
sin 2 i 1
sin 2 i 
1 
φ (i ) = r sin 2i 
1− 2 −
1 − 2  + 2sin 3 i  2 − 2  
µe
µo
µo 
µe µo 
 µe

 1
1 
≈ 2r.sini 
− 
 µ e µo 

}

Appendix:
Derivation of Angular Distance Functions
Muller Prism Micrometer

ρ oe = EM' −IM'
IM' = HM
EM'
EM'
tan α =
=
MM' ( AB − OH )
EM' = ( AB − OM cosα ) tan α
but OM =

OAsinβ
cos(α + β )


OAsinβ.cosα 
EM' = AB −
tan α

cos( α + β ) 
OAsinβ .sinα
HM = OM sinα =
cos(α + β )

OAsin β.cosα 
OAsinβ .sin α
ρ oe = φ (t ) = AB −
tan α −

cos(α + β ) 
cos(α + β )
sinα .sinβ
= AB tan α − 2OA
cos(α + β )
& putting AB = 2OA & OA = 1 − t

 cos(α − β )  
φ ( t ) = (1 − t )2tan α + 1−
 cos(α + β )  


Appendix:
Derivation of Angular Distance Functions
Lyot Spath Blade Micrometer

〈NOK = 〈ro
〈NOL = 〈re
sini = µ e sinre = µ o sin ro
sini
sini
ro = sin −1 .
= tan−1
2
µo
µo − sin 2 i
similarly
sini
sini
re = sin −1 .
= tan−1
2
µe
µe − sin 2 i
ρ oe = EL − DK = ( NL − NK ) cosi
= cosi (tan re − tan ro ) abstracting plate thickness


1
1
φ (i ) = 12 sin2i 
−

2
2
µ o2 − sin 2 i 
 µ e − sin i

